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Abstract

This research aims to recognize and classify emotion in Indonesian music. Two types
of features were extracted: rhythm and timbre. These features are used to train a
classifier based on Support vector machines. The dataset used in this study consists of 115
Indonesian popular songs and divided into four emotion class: happy, sad, angry, and
relax, which derived from the Thayer’s emotion model. A series of experiments were
conducted with ten repetitions of 10-fold cross-validation and measured by accuracy. The
results show that timbre and rhythm are better for arousal classification than valence
classification.
Keywords: We Music emotion recognition, Rhythm, Timbre, Valence-arousal model,
Indonesian music classification

1. Introduction
Music has become part of daily human activities. The bigger capacity of storage
in mobile devices and faster internet access make it easy to access music whenever
and wherever. Nowadays, there are a large number of songs with online or personal
digital collections. The problem is how to access the song collections effectively
and efficiently [1][2]. Research in the field of Music Information Retrieval (MIR) is
a study focused on solving problems in managing and accessing a collection of
digital music [1][3]. One of the important topics of MIR research is the automatic
song classification.
Classification of songs refers to a process of labeling (tagging) songs based on
certain information. Traditionally songs are classified based on the artists, band
(group), year, and album. In addition, there is other information used to classify
songs, namely similarity, style genre, and emotion. Although the classification is
initially often done based on genres, emotions are also begun to be used in
classification. Music is an expression of feelings that contains emotions. One reason
to listen to music is that music has a relationship with emotions [4]. Moreover,
emotions are also one of the information used to search for music and organize it in
the playlists. It is, therefore, necessary to have a system that can re cognize and
classify emotions of pieces of music [5].
Various studies have been conducted to recognize and classify songs based on
emotion. Most studies modeled emotion recognition as a supervised machine learning task [3][5], where a number of features are extracted from song audio data,
then this feature is used to train a classifier. There are various types of features
used, such as timbre, rhythm, harmony, and dynamics [5]. Several machine learning
methods have been used to recognize song emotion, such as Support Vector
Machines [6], k-Nearest Neighbors, ID3 [7]. Previous studies show those timbre and
rhythm features are the two most popular features in music emotion recognition and
classification [8][9]. Therefore, in this study, the features used were timbre and
rhythm. Both features were used to train the SVM-based classification model.
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Studies on song classification based on emotion have received a lot of attention in
recent years. A number of studies have been conducted and yielded satisfying
results (e.g.,[2][6]). However, there are only a few studies on Indonesian songs.
Several attempts have been made to classify Indonesian Song based on emotion.
Indonesian song emotion classification study was conducted by [10]. The study in
[10] attempted to classify kid’s songs based on mood. The authors used the rhythm
pattern as features. The classification was performed using k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and self-organizing map (SOM). The result shows that SOM is better than kNN.
Different from [10], Tomo et al. [11] worked on recognition of emotions in
Indonesian traditional music. They created a Wayang robot that can move
autonomously to follow the pattern of gamelan music. To achieve this, they
developed a gamelan music emotional recognition system. In this st udy, the feature
used is Mel-frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC), which is the Spectral
features. A total of 800 gamelan music data are used to train classification models
based on neural-networks. In this study, three types of emotional labels were used:
delighted, afraid, relaxed, and added 1 label noise. The system is able to recognize
emotional types by more than 90% except for relaxed.
In another study, Binanto [12] performed a mood classification using the
keroncong song. This study uses two features, namely intensity, and tempo. Based
on these two features, 78 keroncong songs are grouped into two groups. Each group
consists of two types of mood, group 1 consists of contentment and depression,
while group 2 consists of exuberance and anxious/frantic. They use the median
method for classification.
In this study, we perform emotion classification and recognition of Indonesian
songs. Contrast to previous studies, this study uses Indonesian pop songs. The
difference also lies in the features and classification methods used. The main
purpose of this study was searching the most influential feature for emotion
classification and recognition. Moreover, this study also conducted classification
based on the types of valence and arousal of a song. This study follows and based on
[13], which considering the classification task as a binary classification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the research methodology used in
this paper is described in section 2. The results of this study are presented an d
discussed in section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper and proposes future work.

2. Methodology
This study was aimed to classify Indonesian songs based on emotion. The method
consists of several steps: data preparation, data pre-processing, feature extraction,
model training, and classification, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Music Emotion Classification Process
2.1. Dataset
The first stage of this study was collected MP3 file data. The data used consisted
of 115 Indonesian pop songs, which were downloaded from several websites. Every
song is labeled with the corresponding emotion type. This process was conducted
manually. Table 1 and 2 shows the number of songs in each emotion category. This
study adopts Thayer's emotion model, as in [14], and four emotion categories were
used: happy, sad, angry, and relax. In general, Thayer's emotion model divides
emotions into four quadrants of valence-arousal, as shown in Figure 2.
Table 1. Number of Songs in 4-class
Emotion Class

# of songs

Happy

31

Sad

34

Angry

22

Relax

28

Table 2. Number of Songs in
Arousal-Valence
Emotion Class

# of songs

Arousal (high)

53

Arousal (low)

62

Valence (positive)

59

Valence (negative)

56

As stated before, this study adopted a binary classification for each song i n the
dataset. Therefore, for every emotion category, there are two types of data, positive
and negative. Negative data of a category were selected based on the opposite
quadrant in the emotion model. For example, a song in "sad" quadrant will be
negative data for “happy” quadrant.

Figure 2. Thayer’s Model of Emotion
2.2. Data Pre-processing
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To prepare the audio data for the feature extraction process and to make sure
every song in the same format, a pre-processing step is conducted. All songs in the
dataset are converted to a uniform format with 44.1 kHz sampling frequency and
128 kbps bit rate.
2.3. Feature Extraction
There are several audio features that commonly used in song emotion recognition,
such as dynamics, timbre, harmony, and rhythm. Although there are lots of features,
timbre and rhythm were found the most useful and popular for music emotion
recognition and classification [9]. In this work, we use jAudio [15] with default
parameter values to extract rhythm and timbre features from audio data . Timbre is
related to spectral information (for example, MFCC), while the rhythm is related to
tempo and beat (for instance Strongest Beat). All the extracted features are listed in
Table 3.
Table 3. The Features List
Feature Types

Features

Rhythm

Beat Sum, Strongest
Beat, Strength of the
Strongest Beat

Timbre

Spectral centroid,
Spectral Rolloff Point,
Spectral Flux, Spectral
Variability, Zero
Crossing, Strongest
Freq via Spectral
Centroid, MFCC

Dimensions
6

38

2.4. Model Training
Most of the works on music emotion recognition and classification have used
supervised learning models include k-NN, Naïve Bayes, and SVM. Among them, the
SVM method shows good results in previous studies [9].
Basically, SVM looks for the best hyperplane, a line that can separate data into
two classes linearly [16]. When the data is not separable linearly, SVM mapping to
higher dimension space where data is separated linearly. This method is known as
kernel trick [17]. In this study, the implementation was performed using LibSVM
[18]. LibSVM is a popular SVM implementation and is often used in music emotion
recognition studies. This paper employs RBF kernel and perform grid search tool.
2.5. Classification and Evaluation
This paper evaluated two types of features, namely rhythm, and timbre on the
task of Indonesian music emotion recognition. In order to do this, two kinds of the
experiment were conducted: 1) valence-arousal classification and 2) 4 class emotion
classification. In both of those experiments, three types of features were used and
compared: 1) timbre only, 2) rhythm only, and 3) timbre and rhythm. All
experiments were performed using a binary classification approach in which every
song was determined to be classified in a certain emotional type or not (exam ple:
song “A” was “happy” or “not-happy”, song “A” was “angry” or “not-angry”).
All the experiment was conducted by performing ten times 10 -fold crossvalidation [19]. This method is used when the amount of data used is small. In every
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experiment, the performance of the classifier model was measured based on the
accuracy. The accuracy of each model was the average of 10 times of 10 -fold crossvalidation. We calculate the average of accuracy using the following formula:

(1)

3. Result and Discussion
The main objective of this study is to find which features is better for Indonesian
music emotion recognition task. To achieve this, we use 115 Indonesian pop songs.
The data will be used in music emotion classification. We extract two types of
features, which are timbre and rhythm. These two features are then used in
experiments. We conducted two types of experiments, the first attempt to classify
arousal-valence, and the second experiment to classify four types of emotions. In
each experiment, the classification was performed using the timbre, rhythm, and a
combination of both. In total, we conducted six experiments, and in each
experiment, we measured the accuracy of the classification model.
The first experiment was conducted for Arousal-valence emotion classification.
Table 4 lists the results of the classification of valence -arousal. The highest average
accuracy for the classification of arousal obtained by using a timbre feature that is
71.3%, while for valence was obtained by using rhythm feature that gives 64.35 %.
As seen in Table 4 shows that the accuracy of arousal classification is better than
valence.
Table 4. Average Accuracies of Arousal-Valence
Classification
Features

Arousal

Valence

Rhythm

67.83 %

64.35 %

Timbre

71.3 %

58.26 %

Rhythm + Timbre

70.43 %

57.29 %

The second experiment was conducted for 4-class emotion classification. The
results of the average accuracy rate for 4-class classification as in Table 5. Among
the four emotion category, the highest average accuracy for 4-class classification is
angry, which yield 76.4 %. The highest accuracy for angry class reaches 80 % when
using the rhythm feature. Rhythm is a feature associated with the tempo and beat of
the music. Most of the song with the emotion of anger has a faster tempo than the
relaxed. Therefore, the classification of these two classes, anger and relax, have
better accuracy than the happy and sad class.
Table 5. Average Accuracies of 4-class Classification
Features

Happy

Sad

Angry

Relax

Rhythm

61.79 %

69.23 %

76.4 %

74.6 %

Timbre

63.23 %

66.15 %

73.2 %

70.8 %

Rhythm + Timbre

61.85 %

69.23 %

74.8 %

70.6 %

4. Conclusion
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This paper presents two parts of the study on Indonesian music emotion
recognition. The first part is arousal-valence classification, and the second part is
the 4-class emotion classification. For both studies, two types of feature were used,
rhythm and timbre. The results showed that rhythm and timbre are better for arousal
classification than valence. On the task of 4-class classification, rhythm features
with six dimensions achieved the best performance for the angry category.
This study has some limitations that include the number of datasets used, which
only 115 songs. In future studies, an experiment on a larger dataset needs to be
done. Future studies also can be done using more features. Besides audio, the music
also has other parts like lyrics that can contain semantic information in it. Future
studies will focus on the use of lyrics as a feature.
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